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The effects of contracts embody the state will and the system institutionalization 
of which directly relates to the validity of contracts and the benefits of the subjects in 
the contracts. It is traditionally regarded that a contract is either valid or invalid, with 
nothing in between. After the approval of Law of Contracts of china, types of validity 
tend to show more variety, with the most adopted way of classification of validity of 
contracts suggests 4 types of validity, namely, valid, invalid, revocable and 
to-be-judged. Author holds that reasonable classification of contract validity should 
only covers three types of validity of contracts, i.e., valid, invalid, and before effect. 
However, the legal validity of contracts before effect is not institutionalized yet, and 
the judicial practice concerning this kind of contracts varies, which to some extent has 
spoiled the unity of national legal system. In view of the above facts, the importance 
of further investigation into the validity institutionalization of contracts before effect 
cannot be neglected. 
This paper studies types of contracts and their status of effects, proposing the 
concept of Effects Independence of contracts before effect and legal outcome of 
contracts that still haven’t come into effects.  
The paper is composed of three parts: the introduction, the main body, which 
consists of four chapters, and the conclusion. 
The first chapter proposes the concept of effects independence of contracts 
before effect, analyzing the present taxonomy of status of contract effects by legal 
society, and introducing the author’s classification of contract effects. Based on the 
classification of contract effects, an explicit definition of contracts before effect is 
then proposed. 
The second chapter is an analysis of the specific types of effects of contracts 
before effect, and of their respective legal outcome. It includes contracts that must be 
approved or registered before they can come into effects, contracts made between 
citizens of restricted (or no) civil ability, contracts made between trustees that are 
legally not entitled to do so, contracts that come into effect only after the transaction 
is complete, and contracts that involves over jurisdiction. contracts before effect can 














benefits. In these cases contracts should be resumed to before the performance of 
them. If the performance of contracts before effect is related to individual benefits 
only, then it validity outcome fully presents the principle of freedom of contracting 
and transaction promotion. The laws and regulations are not supposed to justify it. 
The third chapter is about the legal effects of contracts before effect, including 
the validity of contracts that haven’t come into effects and their validity independence 
The paper holds that contracts before effect is more than an independent type of 
contract effects. They have, however, validity outcome that distinctly different from 
valid contracts and invalid contract, i.e, contracts before effect is performable (with 
exceptions). It is different from both the obligation of valid contracts and the 
must-performance of invalid contracts. As for the behavior of improper impediment of 
contracts, the actor should bear the contracting misconduct responsibility.  
The fourth chapter concerns the misconduct responsibility of contracts that to be 
taken into effects. The nature of improper impediment of contracts, suggesting that the 
actor should bear the contracting misconduct responsibility, instead of breaking 
contract responsibility. 
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